Droplet digital PCR: a novel method for detection of influenza virus defective interfering particles
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Abstract

Defective interfering (DI) particles are viruses that carry one or more large, internal deletions in the viral genome. These deletions occur commonly in RNA viruses due to polymerase error and yield incomplete genomes that typically lack essential coding regions. The presence of DI particles in a virus population can have a major impact on the efficiency of viral growth and is an important variable to consider in interpreting experimental results. Herein, we sought to develop a robust methodology for the quantification of DI particles within influenza A virus stocks. We took advantage of reverse transcription followed by droplet digital PCR (RT ddPCR), a highly sensitive and precise technology for determination of template concentrations without the use of a standard curve. Results were compared to those generated using standard RT qPCR. Both assays relied on the use of primers binding to terminal regions conserved in DI gene segments described to date, and internal primers targeting regions typically missing from DI particles. As has been reported previously, we observed a lower coefficient of variation among technical replicates for ddPCR compared to qPCR. Results furthermore established RT ddPCR as a sensitive and quantitative method for detecting DI gene segments within influenza A virus stocks.
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1. Introduction

Defective interfering (DI) particles were first detected over 60 years ago and have recently been identified in natural influenza A virus (IAV) populations in human and chicken hosts (2, 7, 11, 14, 22, 24, 25). These particles carry large internal deletions in one or more gene segments but can be amplified in the context of co-infection with a second influenza A virus
(2, 18). Under these circumstances, propagation of defective segment(s) further interferes with the production of intact viral progeny, reducing infectious yields and increasing particle:PFU ratio (1, 6, 12, 13, 16, 19). As a consequence, the impact of DI particles on experimental outcomes and natural IAV infections may be substantial. Xue et al. recently reported a rigorous method for preparation of influenza A virus stocks designed to limit the prevalence of DI particles (28). Despite this important advance, a robust assay for the quantification of DI segments is lacking. To address this need, we developed a method based on reverse transcription droplet digital PCR (RT ddPCR).

Droplet digital PCR allows precise determination of template copies/μl in a sample (9). We employed the Bio-Rad QX200 ddPCR platform, which uses microfluidics to partition a twenty microliter PCR mixture containing cDNA and EvaGreen dye into 20,000 nanoliter-sized water-in-oil droplets. Standard thermal cycling then leads to a strong fluorescent signal only in droplets that contain one or more templates. Subsequent scanning in a microfluidics device allows enumeration of positive and negative droplets. Template copies/μl present in the initial sample is then calculated using Poisson statistics. Key advantages of ddPCR over qPCR include improved precision and the ability to perform absolute quantification of targets in the absence of a standard curve (9, 10, 27). Specifically, absolute quantification of DNA copies is possible with ddPCR because droplets are interpreted as either positive or negative. The intensity of signal observed for positive droplets, which varies with primer/template combination, is not considered. In contrast, Ct values obtained with standard qPCR are dependent on the efficiency of amplification associated with a particular primer/template combination.

To apply droplet digital PCR technology for the measurement of DI genomes, we designed primers targeting i) nucleotides 50-150 of each gene segment, a region typically present in both DI and standard segments, and ii) an internal site lacking in DI segments described to date (Figure 1, Table 1). The ratio of internal to terminal copies/μl for a given segment indicates what proportion of the total copies is full-length. All segments were analyzed for three stocks of influenza A/Panama/2007/99 (H3N2) [Pan/99] virus of differing passage histories. Evidence of DI particles was seen in each stock, but their abundance differed substantially and as expected based on passage history. In sum, we report a sensitive and quantitative means of detecting DI particles in IAV populations.

2. Material and methods

2.1. PCR Primers

For DI particle detection, “terminal” and “internal” primer sets were designed to anneal specifically to a single gene segment of interest. “Terminal” primers are located within the first (3’) 150 nt of the vRNA and will detect both standard segments and defective interfering segments (4, 17, 18, 20, 22). “Internal” primers are beyond 359 nt but within the first 1000 nt and detect only standard segments (4, 17, 18, 20, 22). The primers used for Pan/99 virus are listed in Table 1. Forward and reverse primers were mixed to a final concentration of 666 nM or 2 μM for ddPCR and qPCR, respectively.
2.2. Viruses

Three virus stocks of Pan/99wt-His virus were characterized. This recombinant form of the influenza A/Panama/2007/1999 (H3N2) virus strain has been described previously (15). We selected this strain for method development due to the availability of Pan/99wt-His MDCK P3 virus, a well characterized virus stock rich in defective interfering particles (6). Briefly, Pan/99wt-His is a reverse genetics derived variant of Pan/99 virus that carries a His epitope tag and GGGS linker at the N-terminus of the HA protein. The virus stocks examined were Pan/99wt-His EP2 (egg passage 2), Pan/99wt-His 3xPP (triple plaque-purified), and Pan/99wt-His MDCK P3 (passaged in MDCK cells three times at high multiplicity of infection).

The generation of Pan/99wt-His EP2 followed standard methods and comprised i) transfer of 293T cells transfected with reverse genetics plasmids to 10 day old embryonated hens’ eggs, followed by harvest of allantoic fluid containing EP1 virus; and ii) amplification of 100 PFU per egg of EP1 virus in eggs to yield the EP2 virus. Pan/99wt-His 3xPP was generated by triple plaque purification of the EP2 virus in MDCK cells, followed by a single round of amplification in eggs inoculated directly with the third plaque pick material. Preparation of Pan/99wt-His MDCK P3 virus was described previously (6). Previous characterization of this stock indicated that a large proportion of virus particles are defective and interfere with infectious virion production (6).

2.3. Sample preparation

Viral RNA was extracted from a 280 μl volume of each of the three virus stocks using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini kit (QIAGEN). Deviations from the manufacturer’s protocol included omission of carrier RNA from buffer AVL and elution in 60 μl of molecular biology grade water. Carrier RNA was omitted because we have previously found that it does not improve RNA yield, while its presence interferes with quantification of RNA product by spectrophotometry. Water was used rather than buffer AVL to ensure suitability of the sample for reverse transcription. The viral RNA was used as a template in reverse transcription reactions to produce cDNA as follows. A master mix containing reverse transcriptase buffer (1x), 0.5 μM dNTPs, 150 nM each of Uni12/Inf-1 (5’-GGGGGGAGCAAAAGCAGG) and Uni12/Inf-3 (5’-GGGGGGAGCGAAAGCAGG) primers (30), and 2 units/μl of Ribolock RNase inhibitor (ThermoScientific) were aliquoted into an 8-well PCR tube strip. Purified RNA (12 μl/reaction) and 10 units/μl Maxima reverse transcriptase (ThermoScientific) (or water for no RT reactions) were then added to the appropriate samples. Reactions were carefully capped, mixed well by vortexing, and centrifuged briefly prior to placing in a T100 thermocycler (Bio-Rad). Reactions lacking reverse transcriptase were used as negative controls in ddPCR experiments to exclude DNA contamination and gauge background fluorescence. Reverse transcription reactions were incubated at 55°C for 30 minutes, followed by heat inactivation of the reverse transcriptase at 85°C for 10 minutes. cDNA was then diluted serially in water to make working stocks for both qPCR (1:100) and ddPCR (1:500). cDNA concentrations were optimized as follows for both assays. A range of 10-fold serial dilutions of cDNA were analyzed in ddPCR and qPCR assays to ensure that starting template concentrations were within the linear range. For ddPCR, cDNA diluted 1:100 was selected for comprehensive analysis. This dilution of the cDNA yielded values of approximately 700 – 5000 copies/μl for terminal primers, depending on the target. Internal primers yielded values as low as 10 copies/μl for the
MDCK P3 virus, which is still within the broad linear range of ddPCR. For qPCR, cDNA was diluted 1:500 and yielded Ct values in the range of 22 – 28, with the highest Ct values observed for internal primers on MDCK P3 templates.

2.4. DI particle detection by droplet digital PCR (ddPCR)

A master mix was made for each 1:500 diluted cDNA (4.4 μl/reaction) and 2x QX200 ddPCR EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad) (11 μl/reaction). 15.4 μl of master mix was aliquoted into each well of an 8-well PCR tube strip then 6.6 μl of the appropriate primer set (“terminal” or “internal” for a particular gene segment) was added. Reactions were carefully capped, mixed well by vortexing, and centrifuged briefly to remove any liquid from the cap. A multichannel pipet was used to transfer 20 μl of PCR reaction to the sample wells of a DG8 cartridge for droplet generation (Bio-Rad). 70 μl of Droplet Generation Oil for EvaGreen (Bio-Rad) was then added to the oil wells of the DG8 cartridge. A gasket was then fitted onto the cartridge holder and placed in the QX200 droplet generator (Bio-Rad). Following droplet generation, the 40 μl volume of droplets was carefully transferred using a multichannel pipet to a Twin-Tech 96-well PCR plate (Eppendorf). Eight samples can be processed simultaneously in the droplet generator. For larger samples sets, additional droplets were generated as described above until all samples were processed. Once all droplets were transferred to the 96-well plate, the plate was heat-sealed with pierceable foil. Without mixing or spinning, the plate was placed into a C1000 Touch deep well thermocycler (Bio-Rad). An optimized protocol was adapted from that provided by the manufacturer: 95°C for 5 minutes, [95°C for 30 seconds, 57.5°C for 1 minute] ×40, 4°C for 5 minutes, 90°C for 5 minutes. The ramp rate for all steps was 2°C/s, as recommended by the manufacturer. The plate was then allowed to come to room temperature before reading using the QX200 Droplet Reader and QuantaSoft software (Bio-Rad). No RT control samples were included in each assay and results obtained from these negative controls were used to define positive vs. negative droplets in samples. Data was collected for three biological replicates, each representing an independent RNA extraction performed on different days. Two technical replicates were done for each biological replicate and results of technical replicates were averaged prior to calculating T:I ratio. Data was analyzed using GraphPad Prism software to determine the ratio of terminal:internal template copies/μl and Student's t-test with Welch's correction was used to assess statistical significance. P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant.

2.5. DI particle detection by quantitative PCR (qPCR)

A master mix was made for each 1:100 diluted cDNA (7.5 μl/reaction) and SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad) (12.5 μl/reaction). 20 μl of master mix was added directly to the appropriate well of a 96-well PCR plate then 5 μl of the appropriate primer set (“terminal” or “internal” for a particular gene segment) was added to yield a final reaction volume of 25 ul. The 96-well plate was then carefully sealed with adhesive plastic and centrifuged in a Sorvall ST 16 tabletop centrifuge (ThermoScientific) at 3000 RPM for 2 minutes. The following optimized qPCR protocol was used: 95°C for 30 seconds, [95°C for 5 seconds, 57.5°C for 5 seconds] ×40, 66°C for 5 seconds, 91°C in a CFX96 Real-Time System (Bio-Rad). Data was collected for three biological replicates and four technical replicates were done for each biological replicate (the same cDNA preparations were used
for both ddPCR and qPCR to ensure consistency. Data was analyzed using GraphPad Prism software to determine terminal:internal ratios following conversion of Ct values to $2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}}$ and averaging of technical replicates. Student’s t-test with Welch’s correction was used to assess statistical significance and P-values less than 0.05 were considered significant. No-template controls were used to check for the presence of primer dimers and contaminants.

3. Results

3.1. Assay Design

Primers were designed such that the ratio of terminal (T) to internal (I) reads would indicate the presence of DI particles (Figure 1). Since the terminal sequences are retained in DI gene segments, primers annealing in this region will detect both standard and DI segments (4, 17, 18, 20, 22). In contrast, primers binding internally will amplify cDNA derived only from standard segments (4, 17, 18, 20, 22). Thus, the presence of DI segments will increase in the ratio of terminal:internal copies/μl (T>I). Standard segments on the other hand will exhibit ~1:1 ratio of terminal to internal reads indicating no deletion (T=I). The digital approach of ddPCR allows direct comparison between results obtained with different primer sets, since variability in the efficiency of PCR amplification is not a concern. Thus, for ddPCR, a ratio of T:I reads >1.0 for any segment will indicate the presence of defective interfering particles. In contrast, for standard qPCR, results obtained with different primer sets cannot be compared directly and thus relative Ct values obtained with T and I primers are less informative. For the qPCR analysis performed herein, we first linearized qPCR data by calculating $2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}}$, and then evaluated whether the three viruses stocks differed significantly in the ratios of $2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}_T}$: $2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}_I}$ observed for each segment. While this approach does not reveal levels of DI particles in the virus stocks, it allows comparison among virus stocks. Processing qPCR data in this way furthermore allowed comparison herein of the utility of ddPCR and qPCR assays for DI detection.

To ensure that comparison between ddPCR and qPCR assays would be informative, we used the same cDNA templates and primers for both assays and employed PCR supermixes from Bio-Rad that were optimized for ddPCR and qPCR, respectively. We also carried out both assays in a 96 well format with similar reaction volumes and following the manufacturers’ instructions. Finally, analysis of a wide range of serially diluted cDNAs was performed by both methods to ensure that results were within the linear range. One important difference between our ddPCR and qPCR strategies was the number of technical replicates included. For ddPCR we set up two technical replicates in each assay, while for qPCR we used four technical replicates. This choice was made based on the relative cost of the two assays. While the difference in technical replicates may bias the comparison in favor of qPCR, we nonetheless observed a lower coefficient of variation for ddPCR (see below).

3.2. Detection of DI segments by ddPCR

After RNA extraction and reverse transcription, ddPCR assays targeting the cDNAs of all eight viral gene segments were applied with the aim of quantifying DI gene segments in three Pan99 virus populations of differing passage histories. The first was a standard stock grown from low dose in embryonated chicken eggs; the second was produced in eggs...
following triple plaque purification to limit the abundance of DI particles (12, 28); and the third was generated by serial passage in cell culture under high multiplicity conditions, which leads to enrichment of DI particles (6, 12, 28). An example of the raw data obtained by ddPCR is shown in Figure 2, with panel A displaying results acquired with terminal PB2 primers and panel B showing results obtained with internal PB2 primers, both combined with cDNA templates derived from the Pan/99wtHis-MDCK P3 virus. Panel C shows a no-RT negative control. As expected, this virus population carries many more terminal than internal PB2 sequences, yielding higher numbers of positive droplets in Figure 2A compared to Figure 2B. Data were collected in this way for all segments of the three virus stocks, using three independent RNA extracts from each stock. T:I ratios were then calculated for each biological replicate individually. The mean and standard deviation of these results are presented in Figure 3.

ddPCR results were analyzed in two ways: by one sample t-test comparing mean T:I ratios for each segment to the expected mean of 1.0, and by two sample t-test comparing results obtained with the triple plaque-purified virus stock, Pan/99wt-His 3xPP, to those collected for each of the other stocks. Results of the one sample t-tests indicated that multiple segments within all three virus stocks have T:I ratios significantly >1.0 (p<0.05). The most extreme case was the Pan/99wtHis-MDCK P3 virus, with T:I > 1.0 for all segments except NA. While the Pan/99wtHis-EP2 stock exhibited higher T:I ratios than the Pan/99wtHis-3xPP virus, the former virus showed greater variation among biological replicates; as a result, for Pan/99wtHis-EP2 virus the ratio of T:I was significantly >1.0 for only PB1 and NS segments. PB1, PA, HA and NS of the Pan/99wtHis-3xPP virus stock were all found to have T:I ratios >1.0, although the magnitude of the difference was relatively small (T:I = 2.3 for HA was the highest for this virus stock). Consistent with previous reports, the longest gene segments (PB2, PB1, and PA) were most frequently affected, yielding the highest T:I ratios (2, 3, 14, 22). It is notable, however, that this approach allowed also allowed detection of deletions in other segments (Figure 3).

Results of the two sample t-tests are indicated in Figure 3 with asterisks and facilitate comparison of data obtained by ddPCR and to that generated using qPCR.

### 3.3 Detection of DI segments by qPCR

To evaluate the utility of ddPCR relative to more standard methodologies, we performed a series of qPCR experiments using the same primer sets and the same cDNAs that were used to generate the ddPCR data described above. Again, all eight segments of each virus stock were examined. Due to the lower cost of the qPCR assay relative to the ddPCR assay, samples were set up with four technical replicates for qPCR whereas two technical replicates were used for ddPCR. In contrast to ddPCR, Ct values obtained by qPCR are primer-dependent. For this reason, ratios >1.0 of $2^{-\Delta C_{T1}} : 2^{-\Delta C_{T2}}$ cannot be interpreted as evidence of DI segments in the virus population. These ratios can, however, be interpreted in relative terms. Thus, a significantly higher $2^{-\Delta C_{T1}} : 2^{-\Delta C_{T2}}$ for Pan/99wt-His EP2 compared to Pan/99wt-His 3xPP indicates that the former virus stock has more DI RNAs present for a given segment than the latter virus stock. When analyzed in this way, the qPCR results obtained were comparable to those generated by ddPCR. Namely, segments in the Pan/99wt-His
MDCK P3 and EP2 virus stocks that had significantly higher ddPCR T:I ratios than the corresponding segments in the Pan/99wt-His 3xPP stock also exhibited significantly higher $2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}_T}$, $2^{-\Delta\text{Ct}_I}$ ratios as determined by qPCR (Figure 4). Thus, both ddPCR and qPCR were sufficiently sensitive and consistent between biological replicates to reveal an increased presence of DI segments relative to the 3xPP stock. Although technical replicates showed lower variability by ddPCR compared to qPCR (see below), differences among biological replicates (that is, independent RNA extracts from each virus stock) were similar for both assays. ddPCR offers an advantage over qPCR, however, in that it allows conclusions to be drawn about the prevalence of DI segments in each virus stock, rather than only allowing comparisons between virus stocks.

3.4 Comparison of coefficient of variation in ddPCR and qPCR datasets

Calculation of coefficient of variation (CV) is a means of evaluating the precision of an assay. CV is equal to the standard deviation of a dataset divided by the mean. Performing this calculation is a way of normalizing standard deviation to allow comparison across datasets. We used this approach to compare ddPCR and qPCR datasets generated using the same cDNA templates and primers. For ddPCR, results of template concentration in copies/ul were evaluated. For qPCR, Ct values were first converted to a linear scale by calculating $2^{\Delta\text{Ct}}$, since this conversion yields values proportional to template concentration. The %CV of technical replicates was then determined. The average %CV was determined for each biological replicate of each virus, combining all primer pairs (T & I for all eight segments). The mean and standard deviation of the three biological replicates for each virus was then determined and is plotted in Figure 5. Despite the lower number of technical replicates used for ddPCR (two, rather than four for qPCR), significantly lower coefficient of variation values were observed with ddPCR for all three virus stocks analyzed.

4. Discussion

We have demonstrated that droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) can be applied to the identification of defective interfering particles in a virus preparation. Quantitative PCR (qPCR), visualization of viral RNAs or cDNAs following gel electrophoresis, and next generation sequencing have been used previously to detect DI segments in virus samples (5, 6, 14, 21, 22). However, there are caveats to each of these approaches. Quantitative PCR readouts must be interpreted in relative terms, comparing among virus stocks, since amplification efficiency is dependent on the properties of specific primer-pairs. In addition, due to reliance of qPCR quantification on serial 2-fold amplification of targets, error levels may be too high to discern small differences. These factors are important to consider when trying to identify small populations of DI segments. A limitation of both ddPCR and qPCR methods is the reliance on specific primers: unless one knows the precise sequence of a DI segment, the placement of terminal and internal primers is informed only by prior reports. As a result, terminal primers may not detect DI segments with very large deletions, while both terminal and internal primers may detect segments with small deletions. An advantage, therefore, of gel electrophoresis and next generation sequencing methods is that they are unbiased approaches not reliant on specific primers. These two methods are not, however, quantitative.
Defective interfering particles are important to monitor as they can greatly affect the phenotype of a parent virus through competitive inhibition during co-infection (1, 6, 12, 13, 16, 19). Development of a sensitive and precise assay for quantification of DI segments within a virus population will facilitate quality control of virus stocks and interpretation of data where the presence of DI particles is expected to alter outcomes. More generally, ddPCR is a versatile tool and can be optimized for many other applications, such as quantifying viral genomes (27, 29), measuring copy number variation (9), detecting rare SNPs (9, 26), and monitoring gene expression (8, 23).
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Highlights

- Droplet digital PCR allows precise determination of the prevalence of defective interfering RNAs in an influenza A virus population.
- Relative to standard quantitative PCR, droplet digital PCR data were characterized by a lower coefficient of variation and allowed the prevalence of defective interfering RNAs to be quantified without a standard curve.
Figure 1. Strategy for detection of DI and standard gene segments by reverse transcription followed by ddPCR and qPCR
Primers targeting the 3’ terminal region of each vRNA segment (approximately nucleotides 50-150) will bind both standard and DI cDNA templates. Primers targeting an internal region of each vRNA segment that is typically deleted in DI RNAs will bind mainly full length cDNA templates. Comparison of template copy numbers observed with terminal and internal primer sets indicates what proportion of a given vRNA is DI vs. full length.
Figure 2. Droplet digital PCR separates droplets into template-positive and template-negative populations

Raw data obtained by ddPCR with cDNA derived from Pan/99wt-His MDCK P3 virus are shown. The fluorescence amplitude of each droplet analyzed is indicated on the Y-axis and the event number, or order in which droplets were screened, is plotted on the X-axis. Positive droplets are colored blue and negative droplets are grey. A) Duplicate samples combined with terminal primers targeting PB1 show a high number of positive droplets. B) Duplicate samples combined with internal primers targeting PB1 show relatively few positive droplets. C) Negative controls in which no-RT control samples were combined with each pair of primers are shown.
Figure 3. Defective interfering particles can be detected using droplet digital PCR
The ratio of template copies/μl obtained with terminal and internal primers is plotted for all eight gene segments. A) Results obtained for all three virus stocks are plotted together. B) Results obtained for PAN99wt-His EP2 and triple plaque-purified (3xPP) stocks only are shown, to facilitate visualization of differences. Mean of three biological replicates is plotted and error bars indicate standard deviation. Asterisks show statistically significant differences relative to the corresponding segment of PAN99wt-His 3xPP virus (t-test). (* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001; ****p<0.0001)
Figure 4. Quantitative PCR allows comparison of DI segment abundance among virus stocks
The ratio of $2^{(-C_{T})}$ obtained with terminal and internal primers is plotted for all eight gene segments. Note that, in this case, a ratio >1 does not directly indicate the presence of DI particles due to the potential for T and I primers to give differing efficiencies of amplification. A) Results obtained for all three virus stocks are plotted together. B) Results obtained for PAN99wt-His EP2 and triple plaque-purified (3xPP) stocks only are shown, to facilitate visualization of differences. Mean of three biological replicates is plotted and error bars indicate standard deviation. Asterisks show statistically significant differences relative to the corresponding segment of PAN99wt-His 3xPP virus (t-test). (* p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001; ****p<0.0001)
Figure 5. Technical replicates show a lower coefficient of variation for ddPCR compared to qPCR
The mean and standard deviation of three biological replicates is plotted for each virus stock. Results from qPCR are shown in black and from ddPCR in grey. Significance was assessed by t-test with Welch's correction (** p<0.01; *** p<0.001)
Table 1
Primers used for ddPCR and qPCR of Pan/99wt-His virus templates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene Segment</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Forward Primer</th>
<th>Reverse Primer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB2</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>834</td>
<td>932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB1</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>857</td>
<td>935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>745</td>
<td>901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Terminal</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>497</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Terminal primers are located within the first (3') 150 nt and designed to detect both defective interfering particles and standard segments.

2 Internal primers are beyond 359 nt and designed detect only standard segments.